XGB12

Lithium-ion
12,000mAh

NOCO XGRID®

Portable Charger

Charge Your USB Devices

UltraSafe Premium Rugged Battery Pack

Power your favorite USB devices with the XGB12, an ultra-portable and lightweight 44Wh USB Battery Pack. Built with a water-resistant cap, this protects it from water, dirt, dust and other elements on any adventure. Plug-n-play technology makes this battery pack rechargeable from any USB powered port including, AC adapters, car chargers, laptops and solar energy (XGrid Solar Panel not included). So no matter what adventure you have planned, you can have countless hours of additional power for your favorite devices.

Full Phone Charge

This portable power bank provides up to 60 hours talk-time and 400-hours of audio playback and displays the charging status or current battery life. It can recharge an iPhone 8 four times in a single charge.

USB

An ultra-compact portable charger for recharging mobile and USB devices, like an iPhone, Apple Watch, GoPro and more. Its micro USB connection allows fast recharging, while simultaneously charging your favorite devices.

IP65

Its rubberized layer shields the power bank from water, dirt, dust and other elements. So, no matter what adventure you have planned, you can have countless hours of additional power for your favorite devices.

Glow Light

The LED Glow Light illuminates to allow visibility in contexts such as searching through a backpack at night or on an airplane. The tactile surface aids contact with the distinct 'Glow' power button to enable use in dark environments.
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